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Monday 6th June 2022 

Dear Parents, 

We hope you had a lovely break. 

Our topic this half term, and final topic of Year 2, is Tour de Westbourne. This geography and RE-

based topic will help us learn more about the village we live in and the special celebrations we have 

that bring our community together. 

English: 
We will offer continuous opportunities for the children to practise their writing skills through different genres of 
writing. Our writing journey will focus on Belonging by Jeannie Baker and Clem and Crab by Fiona Lumbers. Both 
journeys invite a variety of gripping writing opportunities through a range of purposes and genres. The children are 
enjoying predicting what they think might happen next to the characters in our stories and looking at the different 
ways the authors keep us hooked and wanting to read on.  
 
In Phonics, we will continue with our new Essential Letters and Sounds phonics scheme building on from our 
previous learning. Alongside this, we will add to Google Classroom a list of words that follow our Year 2 spelling 
focus for the children to practice reading and writing through ‘look, cover, write, check’ in preparation for a quiz 
each Friday. This will be supported by a spelling quiz your child can play on Purple Mash.  On Fridays, we will send 
home their spelling book for you to see how they did in the quiz. Please ensure the spelling book is returned to 
school the following week. 
  

Maths: 
In Maths we will continue with building on our understanding of number and place value by looking at numbers over 
100. We will also revisit addition and subtraction strategies and continue working on our times tables and division 
facts for our 2s, 5s, 3s and 10s tables. In addition to this we will be using the £ . p notations when writing amounts 
of money so any extra support you can give your child at home with making amounts of money and finding change 
from notes  would support your child’s learning in Maths, along with telling the time. 
 

Science: 
In Science we will be working scientifically to keep a weather diary by observing and recording the weather using 
simple equipment.  
 

Geography: 
In Geography we will find Westbourne on a map and locate our nearest cities and other features using 
geographical symbols. We will draw simple maps and create our own symbols too. As part of our topic, we will be 
going for a walk around Westbourne to identify the key features of the village.  
 

History: 
In History we will research the lives of significant individuals in the past from Westbourne, for example Tim Peake. 
 

ICT: 
In ICT we will be using Purple Mash to create maps and use geographical symbols. We will also practising our ICT 
skills through coding.  

RE: 
In RE we will be understanding how it feels to belong to a community. We will think about different clubs we belong 
to and how that makes us feel. 
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PE: 
PE will be on a Monday and a Friday, rain or shine each week, so please ensure children have their PE kits in school 
from Monday 6th June where they will remain on their peg until the end of Year 2 (unless they need washing! In this 
instance, we will send them home.) As a reminder; the children will need plimsolls/trainers, navy blue shorts and 
jogging bottoms, plain white or light blue t-shirt and a blue sweatshirt. Earrings will need to be removed for these 
PE days. Please refer to the School Uniform Policy. Please make sure all of the kit is NAMED! 
This term our PE sessions will continue to focus on athletics and following our school scheme REAL PE concentrating 
on the next cog. 
We are exciting about starting swimming too! Swimming will be on a Tuesday and Friday each week. Please 
remember to have a COMPLETE swimming kit at school each day just in case another swimming opportunity arises. 
 

Homework: 
Homework will be sent through on Parent Mail and Google Classroom on a Monday morning and is to be 
completed by Friday morning. Each week, the expectation will be as follows; 

 Read with your child each day and write a comment in your child’s Reading Record. Your child’s book will be 
changed on a Friday.  

Some questions you may ask about their reading. 
Who is your favourite character/person in the book? 

What has happened so far? 
Can you guess what this books about? 

What do you think is going to happen next? 
Can you think of any other stories that have...? (a wolf in/a princess in / they go on a journey etc..) 

What do you think this word means? 
(write responses to questions in a speech bubble in their reading books) 

 

 Access Oxford Owl to read your child’s allocated book that includes the sounds of the week. 

 Complete the Maths preteach page, as directed by Mrs Collins’ message on Google Classroom. 

 Practise your spellings and play the quiz on Purple Mash in preparation for Friday’s quiz.  

 Play the Maths game allocated to your Active Learn account. 
 Play Times Table Rockstars (TTRS). 

 Remember check Google Classroom for updates and OPTIONAL topic homework. 

  

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact us on Google Classroom.  

 

Kind regards, 

Zoe Roberts, Abi Gilbert and the rest of the Year 2 team. 

 

 


